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LEARNING INITIATIVES

While we enjoy the many riches of school and
community life at Delany, our focus, our priority, has to
be the growth of our students both academically and
pastorally. Changes to curriculum were implemented with
new courses, new training opportunities for staff and
students and a rethink of pathways for students. Just to
name a few of the initiatives, we introduced skills based
programs for students in Years 7 and 8 through the My
Delany Journey program, a new elective for students
in Years 9 and 10, provided enhanced accessibility to
TAFE programs for students in Years 10, 11 and 12 and
reintroduced sport on Thursday afternoons for students
in Years 7 to 10.
Great work was done particularly to support those
students with additional needs, learning difficulties and
disabilities. Challenges to learning were exasperated
by the extended periods of learning from home and
the impact of COVID restrictions on classroom learning
and excursions for the majority of the year. Additional
measures for monitoring student progress were put in
place and in the absence of NAPLAN we continued with
greater focus on our internal assessment measures.

PRINCIPAL REPORT
Dear members of the Delany Community,
It was with great pleasure that we present the College
Yearbook for 2020. In a year of great challenge and
one where significant adversity was faced by many
as a result of the global pandemic, it is important
to acknowledge and celebrate the many great
achievements of our students and staff. While many
of the initiatives and programs planned for 2020 were
impacted by restrictions, 2020 has been a year of great
progress at the college as students and staff embraced
the opportunities to learn and grow, seizing every
opportunity afforded to them.

WELCOME AND HOSPITALITY

Our theme for 2020 was ‘Welcome’. This one word
holds deep meaning as it encapsulates our Catholic
mission and is an expression of our Patrician heritage.
Our challenge as a college community is, as always, to
make all feel welcome and develop a sense of belonging,
particularly for those new to our community in Western
Sydney and those that are most disadvantaged.
Our staff and students excelled this year in raising funds
for the community, supporting appeals and initiatives
and providing students with service opportunities.
Despite the COVID-19 restrictions we were able to raise
significant funds for the four charitable organisations we
support; Caritas, The House of Welcome, St Vincent de
Paul and the Delany Foundation. A very big thank you to
all families and friends who have supported these causes
this year.
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NEW FACILITIES

One of the big positives from this year was the
opportunity to focus inwards and refresh some of our
facilities. The Year 12 cohort took ownership of the
Grimwood Street under croft and turned it into the
‘Year 12’ space with outdoor tables, table tennis tables,
lounges, plants, artificial grass and TVs. This became a
place to work and retreat, allowing them a special space
to deal with those well known pressures of Year 12.
We also were able to create another artificial grassed
area for all students to enjoy, added a mobile coffee van,
a new gym space which allowed us to introduce the
Delany Fitness Club, upgraded our Child Care teaching
facility and created a new Design Thinking space. We
converted breakout rooms into calm spaces and added
a plethora of new furniture to our learning spaces that
assisted students to focus on their studies.

THE CLASS OF 2020

A special thank you to our college leaders and the class
of 2020 for the way they approached the year. For our
graduating class it was a tough year. On top of the usual
challenges of Year 12 they faced added uncertainty
around exams, schedules, graduation requirements
and future pathways. We were fortunate to be able to
still celebrate our graduation ceremony with family and
friends present, albeit limited, and enjoy the final formal
celebration together. In a year that they described as ‘it is
what it is’, they made it theirs and did themselves proud.

ABOVE AND BEYOND

We all know what a difficult year 2020 was. I am
extremely grateful for the work of our teachers and
support staff at the college. Their response to COVID and
the different ‘operational’ phases required in response
was outstanding. In the first instance, their preparedness
for the impact of restrictions was very high as a result of
their already good work practices in providing resources
on-line to students and supporting students in a blended
learning environment. However, this was significantly
ramped up and the on-line pastoral care dimension
became a high priority as students were required to learn
from home.
Throughout the close down period our school still
remained open to students and our staff worked on a
roster to make sure that students were safe and in a
good work environment that supported their learning.
This included staff being available during school
holidays. Additionally we were able to provide students
with additional devices and internet access throughout
this period to further support their learning.
A very special thank you is owed to All Hallows’ School,
Brisbane. A school true to the values and Charism of
Catherine McAuley, they generously donated to Delany
130 second hand Microsoft Surface 3 computers. This
generosity enabled us not only to be able to support
students through the pandemic but also allows us to
provide ongoing support to students who would not
otherwise have access to a device to support their
learning. To Mrs Catherine O’Kane, Principal, and Mr
John Pembroke, Assistant Principal, Technology, and to
the All Hallows’ Executive team and the School board,
a very grateful and humble thank you for supporting the
students at Delany College.

Finally, on a personal note, I would like to thank
everyone for the welcome and support in my first year
as Principal at the college. It has been wonderful to join
this community and work with the team of wonderful
staff here, notwithstanding what a challenging year it
turned out to be. Thank you particularly to the Executive
team that supported, guided and assisted me throughout
the year:  Mr Anthony Blomfield, Assistant Principal,
Ms Megan Cook, Curriculum Leader, Mrs Marita Tully,
Pedagogical Leader, and the RE and Mission team of
Margaret Bartley, Sarah Guillaume, and Karina Stow.  
Thank you to Mrs Amanda Fasavalu, my personal
assistant, Mrs Christine Marji, our Senior Finance
Officer and Mrs Margaret Hopley. Special thanks to
our team in the front office, particularly this year, who
have been the first line of welcome and support during
the COVID pandemic: Mrs Monique George, Mrs Rita
Geracitano and Mrs Cheryl Sahyoun. Your contribution
to the running of the college and the support you have
provided to families this year, in the most difficult times is
commendable.
Thank you to the team of the Catholic Education Diocese
of Parramatta, to Mr Greg Whitby, the Executive Director,
Mrs Deborah Buscall, Director of Performance and Mrs
Jane Kaperonis, Leader of Learning. Their support for
our college community is unwavering and allows us
to continue to build a stronger and more supportive
community for all students. Thank you to Br. Paul
O’Keefe, Br. Aengus Kavanagh and the network of
Patrician Principals that also support our college. We are
richly blessed for the heritage we share and the future we
strive to achieve for our students.
God Bless
Mr Paul Easton
Principal
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Learning under such circumstances is also incredibly
difficult. I cannot understate the challenge many
students and families faced in having to study and learn
from home. One of our HSC students described to me
that she had to work at the kitchen table with brothers
and sisters around, as well as Grandmother continually
interrupting to offer them all another snack! It was
actually an enormous relief (for teachers and students
alike) that our senior students returned in a part time,
COVID-safe way from the beginning of Term 2. Students
in Years 7 to 10 returned to one-day-a-week classes. All
were back to a degree of normalcy by the end of Term 2.
In the midst of the challenges of the year, our Year 12
students did their best to keep their eyes on the HSC
finishing line. This was perhaps the most challenging and
stressful year for all HSC students.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL REPORT
It is with pleasure that I write my annual Assistant
Principal’s report.
One day, well into the future, a parent or student
might be reading this report and be thinking “wasn’t
there something special about 2020?”. So, for the
sake of prosperity, 2020 was the Year of COVID. We
were blessed with no infections in our students or
staff, although there were some close calls around
our neighbourhood. Yes, it was a very disrupted first
semester of learning - even though Delany Year 12
students were some of the first students to return to
school-based learning during Term 2.
Reflecting on the year of Delany learning and activities
that occurred around COVID, we managed to squeeze in
a surprisingly busy year. As I reviewed the 2020 calendar,
our resilient community continued to attend swimming
and athletics carnivals, High Achievers’ assemblies and
Masses, fundraising events and graduation ceremonies.
In all, it continued to be an engaging, if at times a
remote, year of learning and extra curricular activities.
In the middle of Term 1 we were thrown into lock down
as the global pandemic landed in Australia. Learning
at home was suddenly mandated, and our valiant
and creative staff set to work creating a classroom
environment for our students at home. With little notice,
teachers were required to deliver lessons via ‘Zoom’, and
students to engage with on line learning. Our teaching
staff were amazing. They adapted with remarkable agility,
embraced this ‘new norm’, and continued teaching
and caring for our Delany students. Our community is
fortunate to have such dedicated teachers.
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There were, without a doubt, many of our students who
struggled to remain focused and motivated, but they
were supported by our teaching and administration
staff, and in particular their Year Coordinator Miss Sarah
Guillaume (during 2020), Mrs Renee McCarren (during
Year 11 2019) and school counsellor Mrs Kate Roberts.
Congratulations to all our 2020 HSC students - you have
now joined the ever-increasing list of Delany College
graduates.

Staff in costume for Book Week - Ms Ravanello, Mr Nosworthy, Mrs Tully, Miss Chidiac & Mrs Greenberry.

Furthermore, the coordinators of Stage 4 and Stage
5 - Miss Michelle Mutabdzija and Mr Alex Peronace
respectively - provided guidance, support and
connection throughout the year. On behalf of the
students, parents and staff I want to acknowledge and
thank them for their tireless commitment to the wellbeing
of every individual under their care. Unlike managing
curriculum, caring for the wellbeing of students cannot
be planned, and time and time again all of our Stage
Coordinators dropped what they were doing to respond
to the needs that emerged.

Our Year 12 students, Aewyn, Moses, Kevis, Kevin & Kuach.

There are great plans for 2021. We are looking to
implement a number of creative learning opportunities
for students; implement a vertical house mentoring
system; introduce a new wellbeing framework; and
undertake a range of small but important building
projects. Beyond these plans, who knows what surprises
might emerge during the year. We have learned, in 2020,
to be prepared for anything!
I trust you have fond memories of the year at Delany
College. I do, and I look forward to another great year in
2021.

Mr Anthony Blomfield with Year 11 student, Mira Fahed.

St Patrick - pray for us.
Mr Anthony Blomfield
Assistant Principal

The College Athletics Carnival with Sabrina, Ava & Angelique in action.

Joseph & Ashleigh lead the choir.
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Year 7 & Year 11 were fortunate enough to still have
their reflection day last year. Both days were a good
opportunity to reflect on what it means to be a Christian
in our ever changing world and re-evaluate our priorities
and redefine what is important is truly important.
Finally, although we were unable to have a Year 12
retreat in the same way we traditionally do, Year 12
enjoyed two beautiful days, where they explored their
understanding of legacy and the Christian call of service.
Staff also were blessed to have a day of prayer and
reflection.
Toward the end of Term 3, staff spent the day at Old
Government House in Parramatta. It was the perfect
opportunity and a time to ponder on the year that had
been. Staff were asked to define what the signs of our
time were but more importantly challenged with the task
of how we must respond to these signs as Catholic
educators. In what seemed like perfect timing, the
restrictions had lifted and we were able to enjoy a meal
together, sing together & most importantly share the
Eucharist together. If last year taught us anything it was
that the hope and the joy of Jesus Christ can shine even
in the darkest and hardest of times.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION REPORT
Religious Education lies at the very heart of our mission
as Catholics and is the reason why Catholic schools
exist. It is our great privilege to promote the person
and teaching of Jesus Christ. For 200 years Australia
has seen the provision of faith based schools as a
key way of doing this. The first Catholic school was
founded by Fr. John Joseph Therry in October 1820
in Hunter St. Parramatta. Delany in 2020 is proud of
its Patrician Heritage with the first Patrician brothers
arriving in Australia in 1883 and the establishment of a
school on our site in 1942. In 1997 the school became
Delany College admitting both boys and girls from Years
7-12. Despite the unexpected challenges brought to
our community with the Coronavirus, we continued to
provide on site and ‘distance’ education with work via
our google classrooms and zoom meetings and phone
checkups.
The Diocesan Draft New Curriculum in Religious
Education continued to be implemented at Delany and
other schools within the Diocese of Parramatta.
Our Year 10 students studied two new units:
“Dialogue & Encounter: Are there conflicts that
dialogue and encounter can’t resolve?” and “What is
the relationship between sexuality, love and human
flourishing.”
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Year 11 students this year had the option of studying a
trial course called ‘Learning for Mission’ which combined
learning in the classroom with service for others in
practical ways. Despite the challenges of Coronavirus
which restricted many of the planned activities, our
students were a real hit with the young children when
they worked within some of our Catholic primary
schools. The college provided opportunities to help fulfil
the required service hours and the course also mandated
that students to carry out service in their own time.

We are proud of the contributions of our staff, students,
and their families to Religious Education at Delany
College. Again, we thank Fr. Andrew Bass for his ongoing
support and contributions to Delany. As 2020 concludes,
we wish you and your families the blessings of the Child
Jesus at Christmas and a safe and happy holiday season
with your loved ones. We pray that 2021 may be a
happier and healthier year for all.
Ms Margaret Bartley and Miss Sarah Guillaume.
Religious Education Leaders

We were very proud of and congratulate the following
students who earned their certificates for the required
minimum of ten hours of service: Ibrahim Baram, Angela
Choi, Gabi Dandash, Magie Fahed, Chadi Karam, Audrey
Lagaya, Skye Tennant & Abraham Youssef.
Next year in 2021, the Draft New Curriculum will be
implemented in all stages, with Studies of Religion
continuing to be offered as well for our Stage 6 students.
We are very proud of how they continued to study a HSC
subject in both 1 unit and 2 unit level amidst the changes
brought about by such a challenging year.
Formation of staff and students also continued as much
as was possible in 2020. Despite many of our usual
events being cancelled, we were able to find different
ways of celebrating. During Easter, the students created
a virtual liturgy from their homes which was shared with
the school community on Good Friday.
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CURRICULUM REPORT
2020 was a year of great challenge but also opportunity.
As the world changed around us, the College remained
a place of safety and activity for our students. Our focus
as we worked both remotely and on premises was to
ensure continuity of learning, to support the wellbeing
of students and staff and to explore ways to strengthen
our connection to our community. Staff and students
worked with resilience and dedication to use new and
existing technologies to support learning and we learnt a
great deal along the way which will positively impact our
learning moving forward.
Amidst all the changes our staff were engaging in rich
discussions around meeting our students at their point
of need and supporting students on their pathways to
success. As a result, our staff invested a great deal of
time and creativity to create the Stage 4 Core and Stage
5 Opportunity, Academy 1:5:1 initiatives to be launched
in 2021.
Our students embraced all the challenges they
encountered and adapted to changing conditions with
pride, persistence and passion. Each faculty found
unique ways to explore, capture and celebrate student
learning growth and success. We are very proud of them
and congratulate them all on their achievements.
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PEDAGOGY REPORT
We have always believed education is a partnership
between school and home and never before had the
relationship been as vital to support student learning
and wellbeing. Countless times the members of our
community displayed a ‘can-do’ attitude which not only
supported our expected learnings but also resulted in
new and innovative learning growth for students and
staff alike. If this year taught us anything, it is the power
of collaboration and communication.

What a year 2020 was! Teachers at Delany College
quickly transformed their in-person lessons to on-line
lessons when our Premier, The Hon. Gladys Berejiklian,
called for a lock down of New South Wales towards
the end of Term1. This diligent and dedicated effort of
teachers ensured that learning did not stop, although
attending school in person did. Teachers received
minimal training before they were required to prepare and
deliver all of their lessons on-line and on Zoom.

Ms Megan Cook
Curriculum Leader

Teachers continued to learn about and use pedagogical
practices around the importance of reading and writing
using their subject specific language. The Languages
Across The Disciplines project, being implemented
meant that under the tutelage of Professor Misty
Adoniou, subject teachers were given the opportunity
to ensure that they taught the specialist language of
their subject area. The language of instruction in each
classroom focused on the specific language of Biology,  
or Physics, or Chemistry, or History, or Geography, or
Music, or Art, or Legal Studies, or Business Studies, or
PDHPE, or Food Technology, or Studies of Religion, or
Mathematics, or Commerce, or English.

Teachers motivate each learner at Delany to appreciate
that the goal of learning is not assessment task results,
but rather continuing to develop skills for life. Teachers
themselves are avid learners and champion a love of
learning in their students.
Ms Marita Tully
Teacher Learning Leader - Pedagogy

Delany College celebrated International Literacy Day on
8 September 2020. Teachers used this day to remind
students about the importance of literacy to our lives
and the lives of people everywhere. Teachers used this
day to highlight the fact that learning how to read, write
and communicate with others is not equal throughout
our world. Teachers encouraged students in each class
to think of ways reading and writing could be made
available to all people.
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OUR COLLEGE

STAFF

COLLEGE EXECUTIVE
Principal				Paul Easton
Assistant Principal
Anthony Blomfield
Curriculum				Megan Cook
Teacher Learning Leader - Pedogogy Marita Tully
RE Leader - Curriculum Term 1-3
Margaret Bartley
RE Leader - Formation Term 1-3
Sarah Guillaume
Religious Education Curriculum Term 4 Karina Stow
STUDENT LEARNING LEADERS
Stage Six (Years 11 & 12)		
Stage Five (Years 9 & 10)		
Stage Four (Years 7 & 8)

Sarah Guillaume
Alex Peronace
Michelle Mutabdzija

SCHOOL LEARNING LEADERS
Communication				Marie Greenberry
Mathematics
Kelsey Ortiz
Science					Grace Hey
Human Society				Renee McCarren
Creative Emergence & Design		
Louise Broué
Sustainable Health			
Natalie Herrera
Diversity
Kata Collimore
TEACHING FACULTY
Carly Baldwin		
Lucy Boyd
Kieran Casey
Gabrielle Chidiac
Stefani Falcone		
Sharon Grima
Michael Jiear
Warren Johnson
Markus Karam
Rannia Katrib
Jennifer Lee		
Marian Lennon
Stephanie Llave		Connie Mamone				
Alice Mouawad		
Danny Narayan
Amal Nizam		Gregory Nosworthy				
Tessa Pase		
Babs Pillay
Monique Ravanello
Callum Robinson
Banita Sarkhosh
Thomas Thomas				
Tayla Whitfield
ADMINISTRATION
Principal’s Personal Assistant
Amanda Fasavalu
Senior Finance Officer
Christine Marji
Office Administrator/Reception
Monique George
Office Administrator/Reception
Rita Geracitano
Office Administrator/Reception
Margaret Hopley
Assistant to AP/REC/Curriculum
Lee Horsley
Teacher’s Aide
Helen Moussa
Teacher’s Aide
Perihan Kaplan
Teacher’s Aide
Roanna Lepatu
Laboratory/Hospitality Assistant
Cheryl Sahyoun
Library Assistant			
Lynette Perrett
Technical Support Officer
Christopher Simic
ICT Trainee				Adam Isbilir

Carly Baldwin

Margaret Bartley

Anthony Blomfield

Lucy Boyd

Louise Broué

Kieran Casey

Gabrielle Chidiac

Kata Collimore

Megan Cook

Paul Easton

Stefani Falcone

Amanda Fasavalu

Monique George

Rita Geracitano

Marie Greenberry

Sharon Grima

Sarah Guillaume

Natalie Herrera

Grace Hey

Lee Horsley

Adam Isbilir

Michael Jiear

Warren Johnson

Perihan Kaplan

Markus Karam

Rannia Katrib

Jennifer Lee

Marian Lennon

Roanna Lepatu

Stephanie Llave

Connie Mamone

Christine Marji

Renee McCarren

Alice Mouawad

Helen Moussa

Michelle Mutabdzija

Danny Narayan

Gregory Nosworthy

Kelsey Ortiz

Tessa Pase

Alex Peronace

Lynette Perrett

Babs Pillay

Monique Ravanello

Kate Roberts

Callum Robinson

Cheryl Sahyoun

Banita Sarkhosh

COUNSELLOR
Kate Roberts
absent: Margaret Hopley & Amal Nizam

Karina Stow
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Thomas Thomas

Christopher Simic

Marita Tully

Tayla Whitfield
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On Thursday evening, 27 February 2020, Sheryl passed
away after a reasonably short illness. For those of you
who don’t recognise the name, Sheryl was Delany’s
Senior Finance Officer; in other words, she was in charge
of the accounts for the school. A key role of hers was to
work with families to arrange the payment of school fees.
It was my privilege to attend Sheryl’s funeral (although
it was much more of a celebration) on Tuesday, and it
is appropriate that I share some thoughts about this
remarkable woman.

Pride

IN LOVING

Memory
Vale Mrs Sheryl Temu
I have come so that they may have life, and have it to the full. John 10:10
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The finance officer of a school is often an unknown
member of the school’s administration team - most
students don’t need to talk to the person in this role.
What is really surprising is that Sheryl had an enormous
impact on many of our students. She was often out
in the yard, checking on equipment and talking to
students. She took these opportunities (or perhaps she
engineered these) to engage with students, especially
encouraging them to embrace their cultural heritage.
Sheryl was a proud Maori woman, and her enthusiasm
supported others to also be proud of their own stories.
She was also immensely proud of her family, and her
husband Marcus and four boys were never far from the
conversation.

Passion

Sheryl had an impact on every person with whom she
came into contact. She was a deeply compassionate
person. She was an advocate for our many families who
struggle with school fees. She gently and skillfully would
work with parents to ensure every possible opportunity
was provided to our students and their families. Sheryl
was also passionate about anything musical. There was
always a guitar sitting in the corner of her office. She
was a gifted singer and (I’m told) a tireless and talented
dancer!

Persistance

Sheryl was a fearless person. She faced her illness
head-on, and never lost her gift for sharing joy, love and
laughter. Sheryl joined us for Christmas lunch at the end
of 2019. While she moved slowly on the day, she laughed
easily and continued to share stories of her family and
her plans for returning to New Zealand over the holidays.
She certainly wasn’t going to let a bit of sickness get in
the way of joining her extended family over Christmas.

Love. Serve. Hope.

What shone through most strongly at the funeral service
was Sheryl’s faith. As a member of the Hillsong Church
she was front-and-centre of every event and worship
service. There were around 500 people at the service,
and there wasn’t one person who didn’t shed a tear or
burst with laughter as those closest to her shared story
after story of Sheryl’s life. As the Pastor said, Sheryl lived
life to the full and made the most of every single second.
She did so with love, service and hope, and there are few
you will meet who so completely and selflessly lived the
Delany College motto.
May she rest in peace.
St Patrick, pray for us.
Mr Anthony Blomfield
Assistant Principal

Sheryl was also passionate about looking after people
around her. Our parents trusted her because they saw
her do everything in her power to get a positive outcome.
Unsurprisingly, we learned at the funeral that this was
an aspect that every person who knew Sheryl had
experienced. Marcus, Sheryl’s husband, told the story of
Sheryl regularly visiting others (at any time of the day or
night) to provide support, company or help. She didn’t
hold anything back in service of others.
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OUR STUDENT

LEADERS

FRONT ROW: Izabel Anae (Events), Mr Anthony Blomfield (Assistant Principal), Toaila Liutai (College Captain), Mr
Paul Easton (Principal), Charbel El Khoueiry (College Captain), Miss Sarah Guillaume, Ashleigh Baledrokadroka
(MacKillop House Captain)  SECOND ROW: Kaylee Heuving (Chisholm House Captain), Aisha Kabba
(Communication), Charles Malkoun (Campion House Captain), Kevin Guo (Tierney House Captain), Charbel Younan
(Formation), Laura Awad (Events), Peta Mapapalangi (Formation), Aydin Kilciler (Communication) absent.

2019 HIGH ACHIEVERS

Mr Paul Easton, Tavishi Peiris, Mary Ghribian, Brenda Karam, Marie Peralta, Leonard Dagher, Yara Fakoua, Paul Trad
& Mr Anthony Blomfield.  (Anthony Huynh and Irene Juru absent)

2019 HIGH ACHIEVERS ASSEMBLY

In Week 2 of Term 1 we celebrated the success of our
2019 students at the Scholars’ Assembly.
Assemblies play an important role in the life of the
college as they provide opportunities to share the
success of students within our community. The 2019
High Achievers provided feedback and shared their
personal strategies and stories on how to navigate
the sometimes challenging path through to HSC
completion.
We thank these young men and women for returning
to the College as fine examples of how hard work and
dedication can lead to success in life.
We wish our 2019 Year 12, Cohort all the success in
their future careers - we are very proud of you all!
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The Mentor program would not be the success that it is
today without the dedication and hard work of the Stage
4 Mentor team. Our students were very fortunate to have
been supported and guided by the following wonderful
teachers:
Year 7 Mentors
࢝
Mr Danny Narayan
࢝
Ms Amal Nizam
࢝
Ms Sarah Guillaume
࢝
Ms Renee McCarren
࢝
Ms Tessa Pase
Year 8 Mentors
࢝
Mr Kieran Casey
࢝
Miss Grace Hey
࢝
Miss Stephanie Llave
‘2020 was my first year of high school and the thing that
kept me going throughout the year was my friendships..
At Delany I was able to find amazing peers with the same
beliefs and values that I have and actually enjoy learning.
The community at the College is just so welcoming and
you can’t help but smile.

STAGE FOUR REPORT
As 2020 draws to a close, it goes without saying that it
was a year full of challenges for everyone, but especially
for the students of Stage 4.

like to share the latter part of the poem ‘The Great
Realisation’ by Tomos Roberts:

But then in 2020, a new virus came our way,
Whilst starting high school is always considered as a year The governments reacted and told us all to hide away
But while we were all hidden, amidst the fear and all the while,
of transition and a baptism of fire, this had a different
The people dusted off their instincts, they remembered how to
meaning for our Year 7 students. The year started off
smile
as we all anticipated, as the students began to learn
They started clapping to say thank you and calling up their
the ropes and get a feel of their place within the Delany
mums
community. We joined together for Year 7 reflection day,
And while the car keys gathered dust, they would look forward
and were able to learn a lot more about each other and
to their runs
Daniel Delany. Then COVID-19 hit. The new norms of
And with the skies less full of voyagers, the earth began to
breathe
high school were turned upside down for what became
And the beaches bore new wildlife that scuttled off into the seas
another new norm - On line learning! Whilst we all had
Some people started dancing, some were singing, some were
to adapt, this is definitely not how our Year 7 students
baking
envisioned their first year of high school.  Alas, they
We’d grown so used to bad news, but some good news was in
survived (just!) and came out more resilient than they
the making
could have ever imagined. I am so incredibly proud of
And so when we found the cure and were allowed to go outside
their journey and their growth in 2020.
We all preferred the world we found to the one we’d left behind
Old habits became extinct and they made way for the new
And every simple act of kindness was now given its due”
This year, our Mentor program was designed to teach
“But why did it take us so long to bring the people back
students about our expected Positive Behaviours to
together?”
ensure that they live out pride, persistence and passion
in all settings of the school. We also had other important “Well, sometimes you’ve got to get sick, my boy, before you start
feeling better
themes we focused on such as positive relationships,
Now, lie down and dream of tomorrow and all the things that we
bullying, study skills and the cyberspace game - The lost can do
summer.
And who knows, if you dream hard enough, maybe some of
them will come true
At the end of the year we were able to reflect on our
We now call it The Great Realisation and yes, since then, there
challenges and achievements, and students nominated
have been many
But that’s the story of how it started and why hindsight’s 2020
each other for awards to celebrate their peers’ success.

Last year was one of my most successful years in my
schooling career. At the start of the year we faced
COVID-19 which led into online learning. Being in Year
7 everything was new and so to us we had to adapt very
quickly to the changing world around us. At first it was
difficult but we got used to it. Slowly we began to attend
school, back to a normal timetable and we were able to
get a better grasp on what we were learning.
When face to face classes returned, and we were
organised in new classes, I really enjoyed extending
myself in core subjects like HSIE, English, Math and
Science. By being in these new classes we could reach
our full potential. I got fantastic grades at the end of the
schooling year which was truly amazing to see all my hard
work had paid off, even during C0VID-19!’

Irrespective of the rollercoaster that 2020 was, it has truly
been a fantastic year where students have been able to
demonstrate their development in the areas of well-being,
academic schooling life, extracurricular activities, spiritual
faith and in building stronger relationships with both their
peers and teachers. It has been a privilege to lead you
this year, and I wish Stage 4 all the success in their future
endeavours.
In 2021 I look forward to embarking on new experiences
as we move into a new House based pastoral system.
Ms Michelle Mutabdzija
Stage 4 Student Learning Leader

Stella Fitzpatrick
‘Year 7 was one of my favourite years, and it might just
be the most memorable one. Through all the challenges I
went through with my group of friends right there with me
to the fun events we had. One of my biggest challenges
in school was online learning. It might have been a little
bit difficult and it was hard to complete all my work
without help from my teachers, but I still managed to get
through it and when I got back to school it made my life
a little easier and back to normal. Seeing my friends and
teachers again made me very relieved. I wish I could relive
the year, but alas it is time to grow stronger and learn
more!’
Luke Laoulach

We were also able to ponder about the historical
pandemic and all that we learned or realised. I would
15
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OUR YEAR

SEVEN

Christina Abed
Maya Akkouche
Akuriech Akot
Mathiang Akot
Jamil Al Qass

Coby Kasparian
Najweh Katrib
Johnny Kayrouz
Tanya Kumar
Cassidy Lamangen

Laith Al-Kanaani
Hanna Alkhouri
Huda Alsankari
Ahmed Awjy
Sabreena Azizi

Luke Laoulach
Paul Laoulach
Kockedhia Maluach
Awaer Mathiang
Milan Mokriyani

Nicholas Bani Ayoub
Alexandra Bao-Idang
Ysabella Bao-Idang
Gabra Baram
Riong Bol

Vhianzei Moreno
Timmy Nguyen
Prince Nyakoi
Marko Orlanes
Pauline Payumo

Kayla Brown
Talia Can
Chad Jassen Carino
Christopher Chemuel
Dylan Chen

Jack Perrin
Andre Rbeiz
Adam SalahHadi
Tamara Salloum
Madison Saouma

Jessica Chiem
Ahmed Deng
Angelique Dimba
Bilal El-Chami
Ava Elikaie

Sahajjot Singh
Isabella Singhdeo
Laurence Singhdeo
Zoulfikar Sleiman
Solange Swalah Mcdahrou

Charbel Estephane
Jack Fitzpatrick
Stella Fitzpatrick
Bechara Ghosn
Patrick Habib

James Harris
Maddy Hughes
Matthew Ishac
Matilda Jenkinson
Liam Jose
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Peter Tabach
Sidney TakTak
Malia Taliauli
Chanel Taouk
Bernard Tuakalau

Lachlan Tuki
Jack Turk
Kristian Vakauta
Dominic Vu
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OUR YEAR

Aweng Aguer
Hissham Ahmadi
Mohammad Al-Kanaani
Talia Alibekiroglu
Sehaj Bajwa

EIGHT

Reda Mohan
Isaiah Montecino
Zelda Zoe Ndungu
Jayson Nguyen
Victor Nguyen

Marc Bao-Idang
Daniel Bates-Brownsword
Nalini Bol
Rhianna Brown
Johnathan Chakoush

Chidumeje Okonkwo
Keziah Opoku Gyan
Titus Papaa
Samantha Pepic
Mueen-Ur Rehman

Ricky Dang
Nathan Denham
Ali Ekdawy
George El Khoueiry
Sarah El-Hajj

Sebastian Roughley
Mirna Shammout
Yuvraj Singh
Tristian Singhdeo
Jessica Sukkar

Kristina Gierke
Michael Grace
Rosabel Gyan
Yara Haddad
Theresa Hana
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Ofa Taani
Lorenzo Miguel Tadeo
Alexander Taktak
Danielle Tannous
Saide Tannous

Anaahat Hara
Olivia Harris
Daniel Heuving
Rileigh Johnson
Vanesha Koroma

Jayden Taouk
Sosefo Taufa
Augelique Tembo-Sievers
Quiana Tembo-Sievers
Daniel Thwaites

Emanuel Koroma
Ebony Liutai
Makalita Liutai
Dani Makdsi
Rehan Malik

Ellie Wehbe
Sarah Wehbe
Rijo Wilfred
Marie-Jo Yaacoub
Mia Younan
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STAGE FIVE REPORT
As with everyone else, 2020 was an eventful year for our
Stage 5 cohort. Throughout this time and despite all the
challenges faced, both Years 9 and 10 have come out
the other side more appreciative of the time they spent
together and with their families.
Some highlights of the year came from their enthusiastic
participation in mentor time activities every morning,
whether it was solving riddles, completing weekly
quizzes or competing in category challenges, students
were able to start their day on a positive note before
getting on with the rest of their day.
Students in Year 10 were challenged to think about
the way they interact with one another with a talk from
Brent Sanders, trips to Auburn Youth Centre and the
Blacktown Women’s refuge early on in the year. The
young men learned the importance of being respectful
towards women as a male and the young women learned
how to be more observant and aware of inappropriate
behaviour as well as their rights and responsibilities.
This event allowed the cohort to gel more than they had
in the past and as one united front took up the following
pledge: “As a part of the Delany community, we pledge
to respect and honour one another and ourselves by
accepting our differences and being fair in all our actions.
We promise to be leaders.” They really lived up to this
statement in such a difficult year.

The Year 9 cohort continued to flourish and represented
us well at all school events that were allowed to continue
after COVID lock down. They have always been a tight
knit group; most of them still choose to sit in the same
area of the playground during recess and lunch as
they did in Year 7- right next to the canteen. There is a
tremendous amount of leadership qualities throughout
this group and if they continue to grow within our Delany
College community, they should continue to provide us
with strong student leadership in their senior years.
Special thanks must be given to all teachers of both year
groups, especially to those teachers who have taught
this group in mentor time.
Thank you to the following teachers for their work and
dedication in being strong mentors for our students:
࢝
࢝
࢝
࢝
࢝
࢝

  9 Mentor 1: Mrs Kata Collimore
9 Mentor 2: Ms Alice Mouawad
9 Mentor 3: Ms Banita Sarkhosh
10 Mentor 1: Ms Monique Ravanello
10 Mentor 2: Ms Rannia Katrib
10 Mentor 3: Mr Warren Johnson

I look forward to seeing the progress that these
students make in 2021 as they take on more leadership
responsibilities at the school as seniors.
Mr Alexander Peronace
Stage 5 Student Learning Leader
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OUR YEAR

NINE

Patrick Abed
Achan Akot
Tereza Al Hakim
Jezail Al Qass
Samim Azizi

Naulu Leo
William Lua
Sandra Marqus
Mathiang Mathiang
Armin Mostofian

Thomas Bates-Brownsword
Claressa Bechara
Nathan Bechara
Milad Bilouni
Bakhous Bou-Francis

Solf Parker
Jimmar Penoso
Ava Pirini
Tayyabah Rehman
Michelle Rizk

Antoinette BouMerhy
Thuraya Dandash
Jamie Christine Diaz
Anthony Dib
Rita Dib

Thomas Rose
Joshuwa Roughley
Lisa Ruwali
Khan Salicioglu-Achi
Rahima Sankoh

Alamir El-Ayoubi
Jacob Faddoul
Owen Faddoul
Ayla Fahed
Jaren Ganado

Rashell Saoud
Mariam Sesay
Mariah Sleiman
Sharookh Subash
Ma’ata Taani

Charbella Germanos
Galia Germanos
Nathan Habib
Daniel Halawi
Christian Hatzikalimnios

Jeremiah Taliauli
Suzanne Tannous
Daniella Taouk
Ares Telidis
Eftalia Temel

Jacob Katrib
Joseph Koroma
Daniel Kouaider
Isabella Krbavac
Scarlett Lawler
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Jessica Turk
Shifah Wahid
Kaleah Wood
Eyli Yaacoub
Mikayla Yaacoub
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OUR YEAR

TEN

Riley Anderson
Christina Awad
Ali Barri
Alexander Basha
Mark Bou Francis

Alphina Kanneh
Emma Katrib
Simran Kaur
John Kenaan
Samuel Kidane

Justina Boudolh
Joshua Carniel
Mikaylla Chakoush
Hope Natalie Croombes
Mohammad Daghagheleh

Begonya Lacin
Moka-Rylee Mau
Georgia McIntyre
Abdullah Mirza
Melesivale Moungatonga

William DelaCruz
Joseph Diab
Maissam El-Ayoubi
George El-Hajj
Charbel El-Zreiby

Ryan Ndungu
Catherine Nguyen
Michael Okonkwo
Pieta Pirini
Synthia Ram

Lyriah Filo
Jacob Georges
Brandon Ghazarian
Amer Habib
Nathan Halawi

Rhys Ramos
Michel Rbeiz
Prince Roka
Gabriel Sabbouh
Marcel Sabbouh

Rayan Hammad
Ghassan Hamze
Isabella Hamze
Phoebe Harris
Elias Issa

Jolit Jabeyra
Leo Jakovac
Lilly Johnson
Chanel Kalouche
Ashiatu Kamara-Peacock
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Anjie Salim
Wadiaa Shammout
Louie Sousan
Mase Swalah Mcdahrou
Sia-Comfort Swaray

Abraham Tannous
James Tannous
Reeju Wilfred
Cindy Wong
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OUR YEAR

7-11 AWARDS

PRINCIPAL’S AWARDS
YEAR 7

YEAR 8

PRINCIPAL’S COMMENDATIONS
YEAR 9

YEAR 10

YEAR 11

YEAR 7

Jack
Fitzpatrick

Sidney
Taktak

Luke
Laoulach

Charbel
Estephane

Jack
Perrin

Dylan
Chen

Isaiah
Montecino

Rosabel
Gyan

Mia
Younan

Zoe
Ndungu

Annie
Hara

YEAR 8
Stella
Fitzpatrick

Annie
Hara

Khan
Salicicoglu-Achi

Rhys
Ramos

Naomi
Habib

MAJOR AWARDS

Vanesha
Koroma

YEAR 8

Rhys Ramos

CALTEX ALL-ROUNDER
AWARD

Jayden Taouk

REUBEN F SCARF AWARD

Catherine Nguyen

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE
FORCE LONG TAN
LEADERSHIP AWARD

Magie Fahed

JOSEPH TIERNEY AWARD

Yara
Haddad

FIRST PLACE RECIPIENTS

YEAR 7: History - Jack Fitzpatrick, Stella Fitzpatrick & Sidney Taktak; Science - Jack Fitzpatrick & Stella
Fitzpatrick; Religion - Jack Fitzpatrick; Mathematics & Technology & Visual Arts - Sidney Taktak;
English & Music & PDHPE - Stella Fitzpatrick.
YEAR 8: History & English & Religion & Science & Technology - Annie Hara; PDHPE - Daniel Thwaites;
Mathematics - Jayson Nguyen; Visual Arts - Lorenzo Tadeo; Music - Porsha Pepic; Italian - Victor Nguyen.
YEAR 9: Mathematics - Ava Pirini; Stage 5 PDM & Mathematics Advanced & Science - Christine Diaz; History
Elective - Daniel Halawi; PDHPE & Religion - Khan Saliciouglu-Achi; Stage 5 Industrial Technology & English &
Geography - Scarlett Lawler; Stage 5 Food Technology - Thuraya Dandash.
YEAR 10: Mathematics Advanced - Catherine Nguyen; English - Catherine Nguyen & Rhys Ramos; History
- Hope Croombes; Stage 5 PASS & PDHPE - Joshua Carniel; Mathematics - Mia El Ayoubi; Stage 5 Child
Studies & Stage 5 Commerce - Phoebe Harris; Religion & Science - Rhys Ramos; Visual Arts - Riley Anderson.
YEAR 11: Music - Alain Limos; Business Studies & Mathematics Advanced & Learning for Mission 1 - Angela
Choi; English Studies - Brandon Zaiter; Biology & Physics - Elissa Miraziz; Investigating Science & English
Standard - Gabriel Dandash; Italian Beginners - Gwyenth Climaco; PDHPE & SLR & Studies of Religion 1 Jacinta Nakhoul; Industrial Technology - Joel Carder; Visual Arts - Mira Fahed; CAFS & English Advanced
& English Extension & Modern History & Society and Culture -Naomi Habib; Mathematics Standard - Rita
Ghribian; Photography, Video & Digital Imagery - Skye Tennant; Legal Studies - Soheil Nik Andish.
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YEAR 9

Keziah
Opoku Gyan

YEAR 9

Kaleah
Wood

Lorenzo
Tadeo

Victor
Nguyen

YEAR 10

Galia
Germanos

Catherine
Nguyen

Scarlett
Lawler

Khan
Salicicoglu-Achi

YEAR 11

Hope
Croombes

Magie
Fahed

Joel
Carder
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And so, just as Jesus on the mount, gave eight
blessings. I would like to share, my own eight blessings
for the class of 2020:
࢝
࢝
࢝
࢝

࢝

࢝

STAGE SIX REPORT
Despite the challenges of 2020, the senior students of
our college were able to make the most of their year
and proved to be exemplary models of resilience for
our younger year groups. Although every event was
either cancelled or postponed, students still found a
way to make everything they did fun, meaningful and
memorable.
Some highlights for our Year 11 class included the
Teachers Appreciation Morning Tea, the State of Origin
Pizza Night and of course, their senior retreat. For
Year 12, some memorable moments included the Pj &
Movie night, mentor breakfasts in the Year 12 space
and celebrating each other’s birthdays with cake in the
hospitality rooms.
However it was probably their Formal and Graduation
that was the highlight. It was surreal to be at their formal,
which was held in Term 4. To see them all dressed up,
dancing, singing - it was a rewarding sight to see them
celebrate all their hard work and years of dedication.
More than anything, the best part of last year for our
students was that we were able to invite their parents to
their graduation. Although the event looked different to
other years, it was no less meaningful and it beautifully
marked a significant milestone in each student’s life. We
wish the class of 2020 all the best.
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࢝
Speech given at the 2020 Graduation
Stage 6 Co-ordinator Miss Sarah Guillaume
In the Gospel today, we hear Jesus call the people
gathered on the hill ‘the light of the world’. Being called
the ‘light of the world’ was a title that may have confused
his listeners that day because, in the Jewish community,
calling someone a light, was reserved for those who
were known as a mentor or a guide, someone important
in the faith. Light served as the symbol of goodness and
beauty and traditionally, not used on the everyday man.
Yet there they were, with Jesus looking right at them and
telling the fishermen, tax collectors, widows, children,
young and old that they were lights of the world. I dare
say no one had ever spoken to them like that before. But
in His sermon and in giving the Beatitudes, Jesus lets
His listeners know that they don’t have to prove their
worth to God the way they have to prove it to the world.
He wanted them to know that in the simple act of giving
their lives in pursuit of holiness, they would share in His
light and be His reflection in the world. And as I thought
about this Gospel passage, I thought also about each of
you graduating today, and I thought that after the year
you have had, with all its trials and triumphs, you too,
like the people on the hill, deserve to hear that same
message said to you.

࢝

Blessed are the fighters, those who were resilient 		
in the face of uncertainty - for you are models of 		
courage and you inspired us to do the same.
Blessed are the dreamers, those who were 		
dedicated amidst the chaos and worked hard to 		
achieve their goals - for you have made us proud
Blessed are the comedians, those of you who 		
could find joy in the hardest of times - for you are
the reason we smile, the reason we come to work.
Blessed are the counselors, those of you who 		
have put others before yourself, you are the 		
shoulder that your friends have cried on, the ear 		
that has listened to their stories - for in doing this,
you remind us of Christ.
Blessed are missionaries, those of you who will 		
leave here today and do more than just see the
pain of the world but rather, will go out, and with 		
blood, sweat and tears work for change - for you 		
will be hands and feet of Christ in our world.
Blessed are the soldiers, those of you who will go
on and fight for an end to oppression, racism,
violence and injustice- for you will be the change
makers of tomorrow.
Blessed are the stewards, those who will work 		
tirelessly at restoring the damage we have caused
to our planet - for you will leave a better world for 		
your children, then we did for you.
And finally, blessed are the students of Delany 		
College, the class of 2020 for:
-In a world that is selfish, you will be a light of
generosity.
-In a world that is divided, you will be a light of 		
peace.
-In a world that is wounded, you will be a light of 		
love.
-In a world that is unforgiving, you will be a light of
mercy.
-And in a world that lives in fear, you will be a light
of hope because a city built on a hill cannot be 		
hid nor can a candle be put under a bushel. So let
your light shine before men so that they may 		
see your good works and glorify your Father who 		
is in heaven.

Miss Sarah Guillaume
Stage 6 Co-ordinator
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OUR YEAR

Teresa Abdou
Deng Aguok
Mariam Alameddine
Joe Alkhouri
Lourans Aswat

ELEVEN

Karoline Lua
Elissa Miraziz
Jacinta Nakhoul
Soheil Nik Andish
Marlen Nikola

Ibrahim Baram
Jai Basha
Joel Carder
Ujjwal Chaulagain
Raquel Chemuel

Amarachukwu Okonkwo
Aljim Penoso
Miguel Pupualii
Tia Raya
Isabel Rizk

Angela Choi
Gwyneth Climaco
Nicole Croombes
Jonathan Daher
Gabriel Dandash

Brayde Roebeck
Karl Ruwhiu
Jack Saba
Taylor Salloum
Martin Salloum

Simon Doumit
Marcia Echeandia Zegarra
Brandon Faddoul
Magie Fahed
Mira Fahed

Christopher Sande
Krish Shrestha
Prasoon Shrestha
Nathanael Stanley
Soane Taliauli

Aneata Fifita
Filifili Filo
Angelina Folau
Rita Ghribian
Emtanios Habib

Skye Tennant
Seda Unal
Altan Unsal
Lorenz Valenciano
Bianca Wehbe

Issa Habib
Julie-Anne Habib
Naomi Habib
Patrick Habib
Amir Jabbar

Mason Yacoub
Aydin Yag
Asli Yerlikaya
Abraham Youssef
Brandon Zaiter

Alisa Jabeyra
Abdul Jalloh
Chadi Karam
Audrey Lagaya
Alain Limos
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OUR YEAR

TWELVE

Nancy Aduniya
Aaliyah Afu
Awok Aguer
Zena Alberro
Izabel Anae

Moses Khouri
Aydin Kilciler
Cuneyd Kocagoz
John Koroma
Ellah Lahood

Augustina Asabre
Laura Awad
Kareem Ayoubi
Umaru Bah
Ashleigh Baledrokadroka

Rhady Kezia Lamangen
Toaila Liutai
Charles Malkoun
ElisaPeta Mapapalangi
Kuach Mathiang

Joseph Barakat
Lorraine Joyce Bernardo
Tony Chaiban
Joshua Dib
Dominic Doumit

Aewyn Mendez
Ryan Nakhoul
Adam Nguyen
Lavinia Nikua
Izuchukwu Okonkwo

Georgio El Bety
Charbel El Khoueiry
Cynthia El-Zreiby
Javontae Faasii
Jason Faddoul

Sylvia Ram
Masoud Rashvand
Reegan Roebeck
Reina Ruwhiu
Arthur Sadek

Fatim Fayiah
Lorenzo Fernando
Kevin Guo
Monika Hamal
Akhil HeldonRoj

Kaylee Heuving
Isaac Ishac
Teressa Ishac
Dania Jaafar
Carmelo Adryel Janea

Bassam Salim
Isabella Shamoun
Marc Sleiman
Jeanette Taliauli
Briana Valencia

Tiana Wong
Charbel Younan
Tawer Zaya
Zaya Zaya

Kevis Joshi
Aisha Kabba
Alim Kale
Christine Katrib
Jack Keys
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OUR

YEAR TWELVE AWARDS
MAJOR AWARDS

Charbel Younan

THE DUX OF
DELANY COLLEGE

Toaila Liutai

THE OZANAM
AWARD

Charbel El Khoueiry

THE SENIOR SHIELD
THE BEST
ALL-ROUNDER

Toaila Liutai

BISHOP’S AWARD
FOR STUDENT
EXCELLENCE

Toaila Liutai & Charbel El Khoueiry

THE PRINCIPAL’S LEADERSHIP AWARD

Charbel Younan

THE CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP
AWARD

Toaila Liutai

THE CULTURAL
AWARD

FRONT ROW: Christine Katrib, Lorraine Joyce Bernardo, Izabel Anae, Mr T. Thomas, Mrs R. McCarren, Mr P. Easton
(Principal), Miss S. Guillaume, Ms N. Herrera, Aewyn Mendez, Briana Valencia, Rhady Kezia Lamangen
SECOND ROW: Kevis Joshi, Arthur Sadek, Adam Nguyen, Joseph Barakat, Sylvia Ram, Monika Hamal, Ellah
Lahood, Teressa Ishac, Jason Faddoul, Aaliyah Afu, Dania Jaafar, Peta Mapapalangi, Ms M. Tully
THIRD ROW: Ashleigh Baledrokadroka, Tiana Wong, Aisha Kabba, Nancy Aduniya, Reegan Roebeck, Augustina
Asabre, Toaila Liutai, Isabella Shamoun, Cynthia El-Zreiby, Laura Awad, Kaylee Heuving
FOURTH ROW: Umaru Bah, Marc Sleiman, Izuchukwu Okonkwo, Jack Keys, Zaya Zaya, Tawer Zaya, Alim Kale,
Ryan Nakhoul, Charles Malkoun, Charbel El Khoueiry
FIFTH ROW: John Koroma, Kareem Ayoubi, Joshua Dib, Charbel Younan, Kuach Mathiang, Javontae Faasii, Kevin
Guo, Moses Khouri, Isaac Ishac, Lorenzo Fernando

FIRST IN COURSE

Marc Sleiman

THE AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE
LEADERSHIP
AWARD
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Toaila Liutai

Teressa Ishac

BR. CHARLES
CUMBERLAND
AWARD FOR
COUNCIL’S PURSUIT
PERSISTANCE AND
OF EXCELLENCE
DETERMINATION IN
AWARD
LEARNING

Biology - Marc Sleiman; Business Studies - Charbel El Khoueiry; Catholic Studies - Isabella Shamoun;
Community and Family Studies - Augustina Asabre; Construction - Kareem Ayoubi; English Advanced Charbel Younan; English Standard - Marc Sleiman; English Studies - Zena Alberro; Industrial Technology
- Marc Sleiman; Legal Studies - Nancy Aduniya; Mathematics Advanced - Toaila Liutai; Mathematics
Standard 2 - Arthur Sadek; Mathematics Standard 1 - Zaya Zaya; Modern History - Charbel El Khoueiry;
Music - Reegan Roebeck; PDHPE - Charbel Younan; Physics - Adam Nguyen; Society & Culture - Isabella
Shamoun; Sport, Lifestyle & Recreation - Marc Sleiman; Studies of Religion 1 - Marc Sleiman; Studies of
Religion 2 - Charbel Younan; VET Hospitality - Laura Awad & Nancy Aduniya; Visual Arts - Kareem Ayoubi;
Visual Design - Christine Katrib; Work Studies - Kaylee Heuving.
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OUR

GRADUATION

‘This year has been a year like no other. The world
has changed and we have learned to expect the
unexpected. Despite this, we gather here today to
celebrate your accomplishments and above all, your
commitment and dedication to push through the
challenges of 2020 together as a group. Class of 2020,
I am sure I speak for everyone here when I say that I
am so proud of not only your academic achievements
this year, but of the way you expressed love in
providing comfort to each other when times were
difficult, the way you continued to live the words of the
gospel to serve the school and our community when
many became isolated, and the way you continued
to be beacons of hope when everything seemed, and
continues to seem, so uncertain.
Today, we bid farewell to you, Year 12. It seems like
just yesterday that you walked through the gates of
the College in 2015, yet here we are, gathering to
celebrate you, all that you have achieved and the mark
you have left on Delany College.
Let’s take a look back at your journey.
In 2015, we saw our first glimpse of your enthusiasm.
Even in Year 7, you exuded great confidence and your
excitement was infectious. You seemed to connect
with each other instantly and quickly became involved
in all facets of the College. I look out at you all, and see
how much you have grown since that time in Year 7.
Fast forward to Year 9 and 10 and what we saw was
you really coming into your own as a year group,
ready to make your mark on the College. Year 10 was
the year for big decisions. All of a sudden you were
making decisions that would affect the rest of your
life… subject selections, career market days, staying at
school, starting a job. You felt more like an adult than
you ever had… and sometimes your teachers and I’m
sure your parents had to remind you that there was
still a lot more growing up to do! Standing at the edge
of these big decisions, you looked into Year 11, and
graduating still seemed so far away.

As Year 11 students in 2019, you embarked on a new
adventure together and became senior students.
Back then of course, no one could have predicted
what was in store for you as a group. Under the
guidance of Mrs Pratelli, myself and your teachers,
academically you were pushed more than ever
before and you had to learn the life skills around
balancing school, family and a part time job. You had
the opportunity to choose your leadership team that
would represent you through your final year at Delany
College and at your retreat you started to wonder
what kind of a legacy you would leave at the end of
2020. Of course, you took this all in your stride and
were ready to embark on your HSC year with the very
confidence, enthusiasm and loud volume that had
become synonymous with this group.
Class of 2020, you have tackled many challenges
together, championed many causes, celebrated your
differences, laughed very loudly and created many
memories. You have learned life lessons this year that
many adults do not learn in a lifetime. I am so proud
of each of you - your resilience, your positivity and
your commitment to each other. Now it is time for
you to move into the world beyond the gates of the
College and your future. I urge you to keep close the
lessons you’ve learned in 2020 and in your time at
the College. Continue to fight for what is right. Do not
be afraid to venture into the unknown and to make a
difference in this world. I leave you with these words
by Robert Frost:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.’
Ms Renee McCarren
2019/20 Student Learning Leader
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OUR

CAPTAINS’ ADDRESS
Year 8 and 9 we were finally figuring out our dynamic
in a high school environment. Whether that was a star
student with 100% attendance or in Nancy’s case, the
star individual of optimism and motivation for our grade.
Year 10 and 11 saw the slow morph of our class from
juniors to seniors. It took a lot of patience on the teachers
behalf, but we made it, finally to the year of 2020. It has
truly been a privilege to witness the growth and grow
alongside each of you, as we somewhat matured from
boys and girls to the amazing men and women you are
today.

‘Before I begin my speech I would like to lift all glory and
thanks to our Heavenly Father for his guidance and many
blessings including today. I would also like to extend that
thanks and welcome to our family and friends present
and those watching. Regardless of all the obstacles and
changes made to this day, we are all grateful in being
able to share the celebration of today’s graduation with
you all.
I would also like to voice my appreciation on behalf of the
class to our friends and family for all your encouragement
and love you have shown us throughout our 13 years of
schooling. Finally I would like to thank the teachers who
had been with us throughout these years and especially
through this challenging year. Thank you for the verbal
abuse, patience and support you have shown us these
past years.
I would also like to quickly thank all the teachers who
made today possible, despite its several challenges and
for all the effort you put in behind the scenes for us all.
Now to these losers in front of me, the class of 2020. We
did it. Lemme say that again, through all the changes
and inconsistencies throughout this year, COVID, global
unrest, we did it. Through all our collective and individual
academic, mental, and emotional struggles, we did it.
The year of 2020 was definitely like no other, so I believe
it is fair to have a truly unique class of 2020 to top it off.
I asked Miss McCarren earlier in the year, what made
our class stand out, which she failed to provide a
single answer for, apparently we gave her a new reason
everyday. She may be referring to the number of juniors
she had to comfort as a result of the death of their sport
balls, thank you Aisha. Looking back onto the past 6
years of our high schooling years, I’m sure we can agree
that it has been an interesting journey. From our first
day at high school, with each individual beginning their
journey in uncertainty. New friendships were made, and
under mother Peta we became a dysfunctional and
confused family.
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There is a saying, every ending is creating the space and
opening for an amazing new beginning. Despite this day
being a benchmarking end of our 13 years of schooling, I
invite you to view this as a new beginning. One in which
we will try, fail and I’m sure succeed at finding our place
in the world. Yet do not let the fear of failure hold you
back. Some failure in life is inevitable. It is impossible
to live without failing at something, unless you live so
cautiously that you might as well not have lived at all. In
which case, you fail by default. - JK Rowling. Before we
embark on this new beginning however, we must first
acknowledge and appreciate ourselves and be proud of
what we have accomplished.
Completing high school, on its own, is no easy feat, yet
we are here, successfully completing high school against
several tribulations. You did that. The class of 2020 made
history. Before I finish I would like to leave you all with a
quote by Steve Jobs. Remember: “Your time is limited,
so don’t waste it living someone else’s life. Don’t be
trapped by dogma, which is living the results of other
people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions
drown out your own inner voice. And most important,
have the courage to follow your heart and intuition. They
somehow already know what you truly already want to
become. Everything else is secondary.” Class of 2020 we
did it, congratulations.’
Toaila Liutai
‘Good evening parents, guardians and supporters who
are present here today. For those who are unfamiliar with
my face, my name is Charbel El Khoueiry, and I have
had the utmost privilege of being one half of the school
captains for this year’s graduating class of 2020.
It has been an absolute honour to showcase my skills
in front of such a supporting and understanding cohort
who never fail to express such togetherness in times
of need and doubt. An immediate difference that I can
easily point out that differentiates this year’s class from
any other year is that we did not settle as mere students
in a large group of people, rather opted for new ways to
better improvise on the current situation that this year has
given us.

I recall speaking to Miss Guillaume, where she spoke
about how close all of us were which was something that
really was a difference compared to other year groups. I
often think about this message as I reflect on how much
Peta hates my guts but how easily her hatred towards
me can change depending on what day of the week it is.
To the parents and supporters here today, you all should
be extremely proud. I know from my mum’s perspective
that we may irritate and boil your blood on a daily basis
but rest assured that behind these closed doors, we have
been patient, calm and extremely hardworking during
such circumstances.
Now, let’s address the elephant in the room. As you may
all know obviously due to the COVID pandemic, this
wasn’t necessarily the best year to finish out final year of
schooling. With lockdown occurring, and the cancellation
of such events it was often difficult to truly complete this
year in the traditional Delany manner that we all aspired
to experience. However, we are here today and it couldn’t
be done so without our amazing teachers. We were the
first school in all of New South Wales to open back up
from lockdown and that’s accredited to our hardworking
and dedicated people around us. Your focus towards us
will never go unnoticed.
Now although this year wasn’t traditional, let’s look at a
few events that we had the opportunity to be a part of.
Our annual swimming carnival, just like every year, Laura
wins every race, however this year we were exposed
to a new look. This year we got to experience a greater
influx of life guards who seemed to have forged their way
into their lifeguard certificate. Isaac, Kareem, Briana, Ella
Aisha and Dania, making sure swimming injuries were
held to a minimum of 600. If I only knew who they bribed
for a lifeguard job, maybe you could see me on Bondi
Rescue in the coming weeks. You could tell something
was odd, as rather than wearing sunscreen and bucket
hats, this lot were rocking up in TN’s and Gucci bum
bags. But it’s the moments like these that some never
tend to forget. And who can forget our athletics carnival.
The theme for this year was throwback 2000s. Despite
being unsure whether this event would still run, we
all came dressed for the occasion. Before you knew
it, Holroyd sports ground turned into a Snoop Dogg’s
concert.

In the words of Miss McCarran, this COVID pandemic
couldn’t have come to a better class. The patience,
hope and understanding that we have shown this year is
without a doubt unmatched, and there is not a thought in
my mind that can argue that these qualities will not guide
us through success as we move forward. Regardless of
all the covid scares, we are here today for a reason. With
the countless deaths and unforeseen measures, God
woke us all up today because he has given us a purpose.
With that being said, I look forward to seeing Joey B’s
amazing voice on Broadway in the coming years. Even if
we are not like Joey and are unsure of what our purpose
is, trusting in God is the best medicine, even for the
coronavirus.
To the graduating class of 2020, but most importantly
and above all else, my friends, my peers and my
classmates, we did it. Despite the ongoing fear of never
experiencing this day, we were able to achieve our long
desired goal as high school students.
To the most hardworking and gritty group that I have
ever met, as both Ila and I walk out with you today as
graduates, we would just like to say how much we
have cherished this opportunity to be your captains.
As we leave today as one, I would love for you guys to
remember this quote from Proverbs 3 verse 5 to 6 Trust
in the LORD with all your heart, and do not lean on your
own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge him,
and he will make straight your paths.
To my friends, there is not another group of people that I
would love to be celebrating this day with. I wish nothing
but best wishes for what the future holds, May God bless
you on whatever journey he has planned for you. And
just remember, from the wise words of the Great English
Philosopher, Mrs Greenberry, ‘If Corona couldn’t take us
out, then nothing in this world can unless you get drunk
or the other one then you’re in a whole world of trouble.’
Congratulations everyone, Thanks you, Stay safe and
God bless.’
Charbel El Khoueiry

It felt so real, I’m still waiting for Biggie and Tupac to run
the 100m race with me. But what can I say, we are a one
of a kind class, I could stand here all afternoon and speak
about all the distinctive qualities that we all have. But I
think you guys get the point.
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LANGUAGE - ITALIAN
As we know, 2020 brought many changes to our entire
College community, including learning from home,
however, for our Year 8 cohort it also involved acquiring a
new language to their skill set, Italian!

COMMUNICATION
ENGLISH

The Delany English Department welcomed a number
of new staff members who have made significant
contributions to improving student outcomes. We’ve
been lucky to retain the expertise of those who have a
long history as English teachers at Delany mentoring
and teaching alongside these new members. I’d like to
express my gratitude to the following members of the
English department for their unwavering commitment:
Miss Gabrielle Chidiac, Mrs Marita Tully, Mr Greg
Nosworthy, Mr Babs Pillay, Mrs Connie Mamone and
Miss Stefani Falcone.
In 2020, students weren’t able to attend and engage
in excursions as previous cohorts but were part of an
experience that will be noted in history. There was only
one fortunate group of Year 12 students who were able
to attend a variety of English lectures at the University of
Sydney in preparation for their HSC. Students and staff
engaged in the on line learning journey and were part
of a learning experience which saw English Literature
brought to life in a new way.
A notable endeavour this year was student participation
in the inaugural ‘Write a Book in a Day’ competition,
which attracted the largest number of participants to
date. Students created creative compositions under
the guidance of inspiring English teachers. As they
participated in the learning experience, the students
and staff put forth an enormous effort committing to the
twelve hour competition.

Year 12 Advanced English - trip to Sydney University

Finally, I would like to again extend my thanks to the
English teachers for their continued dedication and
encouragement of our students. Students the best way
of saying thank you to your teachers is by participating in
any initiative offered next year.
Mrs Marie Greenberry
Acting Communication School Learning Leader

Stage 4 demonstrated a significant interest in and love
for the Italian language and culture. This was evident in
their commitment to learning a new language, exercising
their speaking skills outside of the classroom, on the
playground and with their families at home.
With travel out of the question, we improvised with
as much exposure to the Italian lifestyle on our soil.
Our language learners’ enthusiasm only grew with
involvement in Italian hobbies like playing Bocce (Italian
lawn bowls), Briscola (Italian card game), Tombola
(Italian Bingo) and making an iconic Italian delicacy,
cannoli. Students embraced their inner Cake Boss skills,
decorating Italian cannoli shells with authentic vaniglia,
cioccolata and ricotta filling from Pasticceria Papa. Some
added choc-chips or sprinkles and for the finishing
touch, a scattering of icing sugar. Students agreed that
the best part was indulging in their Italian creations.
Students learnt to introduce themselves and others,
about family members, expressing their likes and
dislikes, animals and farm life, Ancient Rome and how
Italians celebrate Halloween and Christmas. Students
prepared a home-stay welcome kit for an Italian
exchange student, engaged in informative (and heated!)
debates about the advantages and disadvantages of
school life in Italy and Australia, and created a children’s
storybook about their family.
2020 also brought with it our first senior Italian
Beginners class. Small and full of enthusiasm, our
students exercised their listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills in Italian. Their learning journey involved
introductions, family and friends, recreations and
pastimes, memories, travel, holidays and future plans.
We wish them luck as they prepare for their HSC.
Miss Stefani Falcone
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Lorraine with her HSC Submission

MUSIC
2020 saw music students at Delany College face many
challenges owing to the onset of the Corona Virus
Pandemic.

CREATIVE EMERGENCE & DESIGN

VISUAL ARTS

Visual Arts thrived during 2020 with some excellent work
being produced by our HSC students along with our
Stage 5 and 4 students.
Although we had to cancel many events including our
excursions and annual CAPA Night we were able to
create a video presentation which can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFtjGDHKC8E
Mrs Louise Broué
Creative Emergence & Design School Learning Leader

Band rehearsals were limited and eventually cancelled,
choirs could not rehearse and even our HSC Music
Students had to adapt their HSC Performances to meet
the guidelines issued by NSW Health and NESA.

Yr 7 practising drumming technique

Year 8 practising on the congas

STAGE 4 MUSIC
Students were given the opportunity to develop their
music performance skills on guitar and drums, and
were encouraged to develop their improvisation and
composition skills.

COLLEGE BAND
The College Band continued to rehearse on Wednesday
mornings in the CAPA Theatre/Drama Space and Mr
Davidson, who has worked with the students for several
years, continued to mentor them in all areas of ensemble
playing. It was pleasing to see the number of new
students who joined the band in 2020, especially from
our local primary schools – Holy Trinity and Holy Family
Primary. Some of these students have been learning
their instruments since Year 4 and their experience was
certainly noted.
Preliminary music students preparing for a performance assessment

STAGE 6 MUSIC
Students in the Preliminary Course worked at developing
their understandings of the Concepts of Music and
how they would analyse their performance pieces so
as to gain a clearer understanding of the composers’
intentions. They worked with the HSC Students in
developing and refining their listening skills.

Members of the Delany College Band with their conductor, Mr Davidson

Our HSC Music Students faced many challenges
throughout the year – remote learning, constantly
changing examination conditions and the inability to
rehearse their performances in group settings. In the end
they overcame these hurdles and presented performance
programs which enabled them to demonstrate their skills
and musical abilities to the HSC Music Markers.
Mr Michael Jiear
Music Teacher

Students were inspired by Johnny Romeo, our Artist-in-Residence, to create a Body of Work in a day.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Timber Products and Furniture Technologies
Industrial Technology is designed to develop students’
ability to design and produce a range of timber furniture
projects. In 2020 Industrial Technology, students learnt
about the importance of Work, Health and Safety and
developed their ability to solve problems by designing
and creating timber projects.

STAGE 5 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

In Stage 5, students tested their skills to design and
produce a Tongue Drum. The Tongue Drum being a
musical instrument, further tested each students’ skills
as they also had to think about tuning their projects so
they were playable. In Semester 2, students designed
and produced a Table Top organiser, where they used
research and their designing skills to develop a design
suitable for the top of a desk and produce their final
design.
Year 12 Industrial Technology
Adam Nguyen
Entertainment Unit

Year 12 Industrial Technology
Cuneyd Kocagoz
Bedside Table

TECHNOLOGY
STAGE 4 TECHNOLOGY

We had a bumpy start to Technology in 2020 with a lot
of workshop time lost with lock down due to COVID,
but were still able to produce some excellent projects
considering the constraints.

As students pass through each learning year in
Industrial Technology, they develop a range of skills and
knowledge. In Stage 6, these are put to the test when
they design and produce an item of furniture for their
Major Project. This piece is usually larger than anything
they have produced in the past, and is often used in
their homes after being marked for the HSC. This year
students produced the following for their Major Projects:
Entertainment Units, Dining Tables, Stools, Trinket &
Jewellery Boxes, Tool Chests, Hall Tables, Bedside
Tables and Study Desks.
Mr Kieran Casey

In Year 7 Technology, we started off the year with Timber
Technology. We created timber storage boxes that were
designed for a teenager bedroom. For Semester 2 we
finished off the year with Food Technology. In groups,
students were able to design and create their own
burgers. Along the way we were able to build on our
cooking skills and learnt how to make pancakes, pizza
and cookies to name a few.
In Year 8 Technology, we looked at Engineering
Technology for Semester 1 and focused on building
an environmentally friendly car that used a sustainable
source of energy. Semester 2 students were introduced
to the wonderful world of Digital Technology and coding.
They had to design their own games using Python.

STAGE 6 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

STAGE 5 FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Year 7 Technology Stella Fitzpatrick

In Food Technology students developed a broad
knowledge and understanding of the properties,
processing and preparation of food, as well as studied
nutritional consumption patterns, the importance of
hygiene and how to apply safe working practices in the
production of food.
With the pandemic at the core of our planning, Delany
students worked hard in developing their understanding
of the subjects theory components as well as building on
their practical skill base from Stage 4. This has allowed
students to access the necessary skills that can assist
them in finding work within the hospitality industry
or simply whipping up a healthy and delicious home
cooked meal.

Year 11 Industrial Technology Joel Carder Trinket Box

Mrs Marian Lennon

Year 8 Technology Theresa Hana
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Year 8 Technology Daniel Bates-Brownsword

Year 8 Technology Zelda Zoe Ndungu
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HUMAN SOCIETY
Human Society and its Environment (HSIE) engages
students through investigating contemporary issues.
The courses undertaken by students in 2020 included
Modern History, Business Studies, Legal Studies,
Society and Culture, Work Studies, Geography, History,
Commerce and History Elective.
For all of us, 2020 was a year like no other! In the
HSIE Department at Delany College, the geographers
and historians amongst us recognised that we were
living through unprecedented times, and for many of
our classes in 2020, this became a key focus. The
faculty supported students to continue to extend their
knowledge and skills on line during these times and
offered continued support and guidance throughout the
rest of the year when classes returned to normal.

In 2021, we look forward to embarking on new
experiences in the HSIE faculty, as we continue to create
innovative and engaging learning opportunities for our
students.
Ms Renee McCarren
Acting HSIE School Learning Leader

We were fortunate to be able to engage in fieldwork for
Geography in March, taking Year 9 out to Parramatta
for a Geography excursion. Students were studying the
unit, Changing Places, an examination of the patterns
and trends in population movements and the increasing
urbanisation of countries. The purpose of this field trip
was to assess Parramatta as a sustainable and liveable
space for all people. Throughout the day, students
completed a range of fieldwork activities, visiting
various facilities and parts of Parramatta. Our young
geographers had a great day, taking in the sites, heritage
and culture of Parramatta.
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STUDENT REFLECTION
My On Line Learning Experience
‘Transferring to remote learning was a once in a lifetime
experience. At first, it was difficult to adapt to, particularly
considering that we haven’t finished the end of Term
1 of Year 7. The changes I made included emailing my
teachers more often, making sure I understood what
to do. Many of the challenges that I faced were at the
start of remote learning. These included the lack of
interactions among my peers, as well as the removal
of face-to-face learning. Engaging with the topics was
difficult at first; however, attending all the Zoom sessions
allowed me to be engaged with the topics. Additionally,
having the breakout rooms allowed me to be engaged
with the work, and fully understand what was required.’
Sidney Taktak, Year 7 student
‘ I LOVED on line learning so much that I attended
EVERY Zoom class for maths AND all the other subjects.’
Vhianzei Moreno, Year 7 student

MATHEMATICS
As another year comes to an end, it’s time to look back
and reflect on the past 12 months. Thank you for all the
hard work, commitment, and invaluable contributions to
this team which have been integral to our progress and
success.
This year, we have made impressive progress in our
teaching practices, constantly and rapidly evolving when
facing a global pandemic. Despite all the challenges, our
team upheld their focus and let not one opportunity go.

ONLINE LEARNING

One way to describe on line learning was the ability to
adapt. Teachers were able to turn the curriculum upside
down in a week to deliver meaningful lessons via on line
learning platforms. Student experiences varied when it
came to on line learning, with many yearning for social
interactions with peers and teachers, something which
was not as readily available to them during this time.

ALGEBROS

When students returned from on line learning Algebros
started back on a Thursday afternoon, with a keen
group of Year 8 students wishing to extend themselves,
showing their enthusiasm towards engaging with
challenging tasks. For the other students that attend, this
time is used to consolidate their own understanding of a
topic in a small group setting.
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MATHS OLYMPIAD

In recognition of the unprecedented challenges facing
the education system with COVID-19, the APSMO Board
worked to develop an appropriate way to administer
the Maths Olympiads in 2020. The Maths Olympiads
became intra-school competitions for 2020 where
twenty-one eager Delany students expressed their
interest to continue to engage with high quality problemsolving activities during remote learning. These students
are to be congratulated on the commitment they have
shown during changing circumstances.
Thank you, Mr Anthony Blomfield, Mrs Kata Collimore,
Ms Alice Mouawad, Miss Stephanie Llave, Mr Thomas
Thomas, and Miss Tayla Whitfield, once again for your
commitment and invaluable contributions towards
helping our students remain motivated for Mathematics
in 2020.
Miss Kelsey Ortiz
Mathematics School Learning Leader

‘I liked how group work was done in separate channels,
whilst still ensuring that there are allocated time-slots
for class discussions. This was a positive experience
mainly due to the efforts of our teachers, who knew how
to accurately utilise the different tools accordingly and
the classes were, therefore, interactive and pleasant to
attend.’

Year 7: Students collaborating and justifying their answers.

Khan Salicioglu-Achi, Year 9 student
‘For me, on line learning was quite hard to get used to,
as it was all so sudden! I started having to take more
initiative when it came to my own study, while also
managing to get all my work done. Of course, there were
sometimes I would fall behind due to stress or lack of
motivation, but overall, studying at home primarily was
incredibly different, but I still was able to manage and pull
through.’

Year 8: Miss Whitfield facilitating a small group workshop about cyclinders.

Rhys Ramos, Year 10 student
‘It was an interesting way to learn. The major challenge
was not being able to have freely available 1 on 1 time
when Zooms were not scheduled.’
Brandon Zaiter, Year 11 student

Year 7: Data Collection and
Representation survey results.

Algebros: Mira in Year 11 working with
Year 7 students, Jack and Adam.
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Year 9 dissection

Science Week.

SCIENCE
“Equipped with his five senses, man explores
the universe around him and calls the
adventure Science”
- Edwin Powell Hubble

For book week, the theme was ‘Curious Creatures, Wild
Minds’. The Science department and Library joined
forces and invited Snake Tails to the school for an
interactive learning experience. Most of our students
came to look at the snakes and reptiles on display and
some were even brave enough to hold a python!

2020 was a busy, yet fun year for Science. Filled with
models, dissections and other interactive experiences
and even a field trip for Year 11 Biology!

For Science Week we conducted an Escape room. Stage
4 and 5 students had fun exploring the topic the ‘Deep
Blue’. As crew in a submerged research vessel, students
completed a series of challenges in order to switch
to the emergency battery and turn the lights back on.
Along the way, they learned about ocean exploration and
innovations for the future of our oceans.

In Term 2, Science club was established on a
Thursday afternoon. Those who attend performed
various experiments and entered Australian Science
competitions. The most notable was the Paper Plane
challenge, in which one of our Year 10 students achieved
first place in the airtime category, with a flight time of just
over 13s.
During the year, a small group of students from
Years 7-10 took part in the Australian Space design
competition. For two days the team worked on a
response to the engineering request for tender to design
a futuristic space settlement. Unfortunately, our team did
not win the competition, but they did an excellent final
presentation and an innovative design. Some of our team
were also invited to participate in the Australian final.
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Year 11 Biology: fish dissection.

To the Science staff of 2020, Mrs Cheryl Sahyoun,
Mr Callum Robinson and Mr Danny Narayan, and to all
those other staff who helped out during the year to help
make Science real to our students- thank you! We look
forward to inspiring our Years 7-12 learners again in
2021.

Year 11 Biology Field Trip.

Rain Cycle Model.

Ms Grace Hey
Science School Learning Leader

Heart Model Investigation.

Year 8 Solar System Model.

Space Design Entry.
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SUSTAINABLE HEALTH
2020 was a challenging year for everyone, the pandemic
changed the way sport operated at the College. Our
students and staff were resilient to the changes and new
procedures. This flexibility provided our students with an
opportunity to participate in school sport. Delany College
Athletics and Swimming Carnivals. Diocesan PDSSSC
Gala days were cancelled, except for PDSSSC dance
where we entered two solo entries, hip hop and cultural
dancers.

I’d like to thank all the students who participated,
showed enthusiasm and camaraderie in sport and
carnivals in 2020. A special thanks to the students who
choreographed and danced in the PDSSSC competition.
Finally, a huge thank you to the staff for making sport
possible in 2020.
Ms Natalie Herrera
Sustainable Health School Learning Leader

Sport was reintroduced to the College in Term 3 and
4, with students opting for a sport of their choice and
rotating after 3 weeks. These sports included Table
Tennis, Tennis, Olympic Weightlifting, Soccer, Futsal,
NRL, AFL, Touch Football, Basketball and Esports.
The College Swimming Carnival ran as usual pre COVID
and there was great inter house competition on the
day, with novelty and competitive events to cater for all
abilities. The College Athletics Carnival was organised
differently. Students moved in year groups to competitive
events and participated in a range of novelty events.
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BUSINESS SERVICES COURSE

As a part of the Business Services VET course, Year 11
students attended one week of work placement with
AUSSIP. Unfortunately, due to COVID restrictions, we
were only able to complete 35 hours of the 75 hours
originally designated for work experience. However,
these circumstances meant that the whole class
was able to be together at a simulated workplace in
Parramatta.
Below is a short rundown on how the program was split
throughout the week:
On the first day, we focused on a SWOT Analysis and
its application to the surrounding businesses in the
Parramatta CBD. We then used what we had learned
during the day and conducted our own SWOT analysis in
groups, physically visiting the business in-person to help
us really understand how to use this tool and why it is
such a useful tool.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING
THE NSW TRAINING AWARDS

The NSW Training Awards are conducted annually
by Training Services NSW to recognise outstanding
achievement in the vocational education and training
sector. The Awards honour and reward the achievements
of students, trainers/teachers, training organisations, and
employers.
A Vocational Education & Training (VET) course
is helping Delany College Granville student,
Arthur Sadek harness his unique people skills to
improve his employability and explore new career
opportunities.

This year, Arthur Sadek was nominated by his VET
teachers for the NSW VET in Schools Student of the
Year Award - Western Sydney & Blue Mountains region.
Arthur has studied the Hospitality – Food & Beverage
course as part of his HSC studies over the last 2 years.
His work placement employers have been impressed by
his performance, determination and application and have
strongly supported his nomination.
Mid-April, Arthur was invited to be interviewed by
the NSW Training Awards interview panel, who were
interested to hear his story and vocational journey.
Arthur certainly had an impact on the panel, and he has
moved to the next phase as a finalist in The NSW VET in
Schools Student of the Year Award.
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Arthur Sadek is to be commended for his participation in
the awards and we pass on our best wishes for his future
endeavours.
Veronica Niessen
Vocational Education & Training Professional Officer

The following day, we looked at the Promotional Mix
aka the 4P’s of Price, Product, Place and Promotion.
We also explored finance, allowing us to determine the
connection and dependence of these two aspects of a
business. We even had to pitch a product to our peers.
The third day was about the importance of personal
presentation in the workplace. One point was made
about ironing and pressed clothes, and we learned how
to iron a business shirt. We were given a major challenge
for the remainder of the day - 2 hours and a $100
EFTPOS card to dress one of our group members for a
job interview! We had a lot of fun, and definitely had to
manage our time and make quick decisions. The winning
group even got to keep the outfit! Well done to the boys!

CATHWEST INNOVATION COLLEGE

Students at Delany College are provided with
the opportunity to access a wider range of VET
courses by attending CathWest Innovation
College.
In 2020, two of our students enrolled into a
VET course and achieved outstanding results.
Both have been recognised for their efforts and
achievements in the preliminary course.
Congratulations to both Isabel and Chadi for
following their dreams and making real inroads in
the pathway to their future careers.

On the fourth day, Human Resources was the core
concept we learned about. We spent quite some time
looking at different employment contracts to understand
the rights and responsibilities we have as workers, and
those of the employer. It was really interesting to see the
differences between businesses, especially in types of
leave and even their dress codes!       
On the last day, we were given a final challenge that
included all the topics we addressed throughout the
week. We had 4 hours to respond to a scenario that
had specific needs of a business, and then present all
the details to our peers and supervisors. It was quite a
difficult task, but we all did our best to work together.
Overall, we really enjoyed work placement and learned
many valuable lessons about working in a Business
Services environment that we can use in our everyday
lives.

Isabel Rizk
Tourism Travel & Events
HIghly Commended Award
Sustained Effort Certificate

Chadi Karam
Information and Digital Technology
Highly Commended Award
Competency Achievement

Maggie Fahed, Year 11 student
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LIBRARY
We began our year celebrating Library Lover’s Day, the
theme being ‘Uncover Something New’. One of our
teachers, Miss Amal Nizam, read a story aloud from the
book Norse Mythology by Neil Gaiman at lunchtime. A
variety of students and staff digitally shared, ‘A Book I
Love’ with us. The cover images and titles were printed
and placed on display in the Library, offering suggestions
of ‘Something New’ for students to read.
Eleven students completed the Premier’s Reading
Challenge this year! Certificates were awarded at
the Academic Awards Assembly with three students,
Alexander Taktak, Luke Laoulach and Paul Laoulach,
receiving a Platinum Certificate each for seven years of
completing the Challenge. Well done all!
Book Week was again a highlight with the theme
‘Curious Creatures, Wild Minds’. Various departments
contributed to the organisation of events and activities
which included thought provoking puzzles and
competitions during Mentor time each day; Bob Withey
and his ‘Snake Tails’ reptile display from the Australian
Reptile Park; a visit from author Dr Michael Mohammed
Ahmad; scavenger hunts in the Library; lunchtime book
Read Alouds; Costume Day; and to finish off, a ‘Blind
Date with a Book’ on the Friday. It was a great week!

Author Neil Gaiman has aptly said, “...libraries...are about
education (which is not a process that finishes the day
we leave school or university), about entertainment,
about making safe spaces, and about access to
information.” (2016 “The View from the Cheap Seats:
Selected Nonfiction”, p13, Harper Collins).  
In addition to the larger events above, our Library has
continued to provide access to books and information; a
space to create, work on homework and study; a place
for recreational reading; and a place to socialise while
playing chess and other table games.
We look forward to what the future holds and finding
fresh ways to support our students in their learning and
their love of reading.
Mrs Lynette Perrett
Library Manager

Halloween was celebrated on Friday 30th October with
staff and students coming in costume. The Library was
decorated and hosted a ‘Scary Story’ Read Aloud by
Miss Nizam at lunchtime. In addition we also hosted
a poster display, prepared by our Religious Education
Coordinator Mrs Karina Anthony, and associated book
display, focusing our thoughts on All Saints Day.
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Remembrance Day display

NAIDOC Week display
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R3

2020 AUTHOR VISIT

REFRAMING READERS RESOURCEFULLY
Quality Education Has No Restrictions.
“STAY HOME” was the advice our New South Wales
Premier, The Hon. Gladys Berejiklian echoed across the
radio, television and in our newspapers.
Did I listen? Nope.
I was determined to provide quality education to my
R3 students. But how? I found myself reminiscing
back to university, sitting in lecture theatres. They
had this obscure device that was used to help deliver
presentations, a document camera. Eureka! This would
be perfect to demonstrate shared reading; whereupon
students can see the annotations and think aloud
implemented in the comfort of their own homes.
Thankfully, Holy Trinity next door to Delany had some
and offered to provide me with one to use. This was
a game-changer for me. Of course, the use of Zoom
helped enable this experience also. However, what I
was not prepared for was having to telephone home to
parents and ask them to wake up their child as they had
an R3 class.
R3 during COVID was different. It allowed me to reshape my teaching and realise that delivering a quality
lesson required thinking outside of the box sometimes.
We even dived into the history of bathing/hand washing
to reflect on the current climate of hygiene that was
being observed.
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Did you know in the 17th century, people did not have
baths regularly? They thought that to be clean, it was
enough to just change their underwear and wash their  
underwear frequently. King Louis XIV of France had two
baths in his adult lifetime! Visualise the stench on that
guy! He did dip his hands in rose-scented water though.  
That is SOME form of washing. I must give credit where
it is due.
Of course, the restrictions imposed meant students
could not do the annual visit to Kinokuniya, that is until
Ms Berejiklian lifted the limitations and students were  
allowed on excursions. Huzza!
Massive congratulations to the following students for
their dedication, growth, and patience:
Year 7 R3 Students of 2020:
Marko Orlanes, Deshan Revel, Laurence Singhdeo,
Isabella Singhdeo, Sabreena Azizi, Jamil Al Qass,
Christina Abed, Madison Saouma, Bilal El Chami, Andre
Rbeiz, Akuriech Akot, Chanel Taouk, Jack Turk, Ahmad
Awjy, Adam SalahHadi & Ava Elikaie
Year 8 R3 Students of 2020:
Yara Haddad, Aweng Aguer, Ebony Liutai, Marie-Jo
Yaacoub, Rijo Wilfred, Daniel Heuving, Danielle Tannous,
Sarah El Hajj, Reda Mohan, George El Khoueiry, Dani  
Makdsi, Ali Ekdawky, Jessica Sukkar, Hissham Ahmadi,
Augelique Tembo-Sievers & Kristina Gierke.
Ms Amal Nizam

Dr Michael Mohammed Ahmad
‘Remember the test where it said name the ancient city
left in ruins by war and famine?’
‘Yeah?’
‘I wrote “Punchbowl’
Excerpt from The Lebs (2018) by Michael Mohammed
Ahmad
I laughed. I knew I had to invite this Author to speak to
our students.

As a part of Book Week celebrations, Delany College
was proud to welcome Author, Editor and Community
Arts Teacher Dr Michael Mohammed Ahmad. Author of
“The Tribe” (2014) and the Miles Franklin award winning
book “The Lebs” (2018), Dr Ahmad gave a fascinating
insight into his story, from trials and tribulations he
faced as a young Lebanese Muslim Australian man
growing up in South-Western Sydney and his pathway  
into becoming a phenomenally successful Author and
Community Arts Leader, serving as a Director of a
Western Sydney literacy movement called Sweatshop.
Selected students from Years 9, 10 and 11 were invited
to ask questions and engage in lengthy and stimulating
discussions.

NB: R3 is a comprehension-focus intervention program. The course
allows students to read strategically and allow them to successfully
comprehend texts. Texts are selected using the curriculum and the
personal interests of the student. These range from magazines, journal
articles, newspapers, song lyrics, images, fiction and non-fiction
narratives and texts.
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Ms Herrara, Miss Whitfiled & Mr Simic
accompany Tavishi, Leo, Paul & Mary for a shift in January.

Peta, Mr Simic & Ashleigh at the Parramatta site.

VINNIES

Jeanette, Toaila, Peta, Izabel & Mr Christopher Simic
at the Parramatta site for Mr Dominic Charter’s last shift.

‘Vulnerable people will be deeply challenged
by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.’
The students at Delany College continue to volunteer
with Vinnies Van. These monthly experiences allow
our students to live out the college motto ‘Love, Serve
and Hope’ as they engage with members of the wider
community. Unfortunately COVID-19 impacted our
involvement this year, with only three groups of students
servicing the van before lock down. However, this
setback did not discourage our students from engaging
with other forms of community service.

Filling the hot water.

Mrs Findlay at her last shift with Leo, Paul, Nicholas, Mary & Siolei.

The St Vincent de Paul Ozanam Award for Outstanding
Commitment is awarded to a student who has shown
dedication to social justice initiatives, including their
involvement with Vinnies Van. This year’s recipients
embraced the opportunity to contribute and serve the
wider community during a global pandemic.
Congratulations to Toaila Liutai on being awarded the
St Vincent de Paul Ozanam Award for Outstanding
Commitment for 2020.
Lastly, to the 2020 Vinnies Van Team, may you continue
to provide friendship, compassion and dignity, in true
Delany spirit, with the wider community.

The Vinnies Van ready to service another night in the wider community.

God Bless!
Miss Rannia Katrib and Miss Kelsey Ortiz
Attempting to organise
the group photo with Toaila, Joseph,
Miss Katrib & Izabel.
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The first shift for the 2020 Team. Brianna, Dania, Aaliyah & Ellah.
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OUR STUDENT’S

WORK

STAGE 5 VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS
HSC SUBMISSIONS 2020

Lorraine’s HSC Submission

YEAR 12 VISUAL DESIGN

Collaged and Printed Interiors

Ma’ata’s Collaged and Printed Interiors

STAGE 5 PHOTOGRAPHIC DESIGN & MEDIA

Ceramic Tribal pots
by Ma’ata & Theodora

Augustina’s HSC Submission

Ashleigh’s Mirror
Aewyn’s HSC Submission

YEAR 11 VISUAL ARTS
YEAR 8 VISUAL ART

Moulded ceramic boxes
by Christine & Ashleigh

YEAR 7 VISUAL ART
Rita’s Year 11 Installation

Mira’s Year 11 Installation

Angelina’s Year 11 Abstract Painting

Nicole’s Year 11 ‘Towards Abstraction’
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Mariam’s Year 11 Abstract Painting
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TECHNOLOGY

YEAR 11
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNOLOGY

STAGE 5 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Khan - Tongue Drum
Khan - Monitor Stand

Ghassan - Tongue Drum

Abraham - Trinket Box

Joel - Trinket Box

Jacob - Bookcase

Christian - Bookcase

STAGE 5 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY

Masoud - Jewelery Box

Marc - Entertainment Unit

Cuneyd - Bedside Table

John - Tool Chest
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Adam - Entertainment Unit

Isaac - Shisha Table
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